
 

REGULATIONS 
XIV. Race of Major Hubal 

"SANTE TOUR" 
May 31-June 2 2019 

 
 

ART. 1. Organizer 

The organizers of the XIV Race of Major Hubala "SANTE TOUR" is the Association KS Olimpijczyk 

Końskie and Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Hubala organizing the race in accordance with the UCI 

regulations. 

The director of the race is Andrzej Sypytkowski tel. +48 515 070 050. 

XIV. Major Hubal's race "SANTE TOUR" will be played on May 31 - June 2, 2019 

The organizer's address is: ul., Strażacka 15, 26-200 Końskie, tel. +48 515 070 050,                                  

e-mail: biuro@wyscighubala.pl;  www.wyscighubala.pl. 

Co-organizers of the race are: Town and Commune Office Końskie, Town and Commune Office 

Drzewica Town and Commune Office Busko-Zdrój, Town and Commune Office Kazimierza Wielka, 

Town and Commune Office Morawica, Commune Office Poświętne and Commune Office Radoszyce, 

Marshal's Office of the Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship, Office Łopuszno Communes, Strawczyn 

Commune Office, Mniów Municipal Office, Pińczów Commune Office, Skalbmierz Municipal Office 

ART. 2. Race type 

The competitors of the category Elite and Under 23 (born 2000 and older) can take part in the race. 

The race is in the UCI Calendar and has the ME 2.1 class. Players will earn UCI classification points 

according to UCI regulations article 2.10.008. 

ART. 3. Participation 

XIV. Major Hubal's race "SANTE TOUR" is open to UCI World Teams groups (up to 50%), UCI pro-

continental groups, UCI continental groups, national teams in accordance with article 2.1.005 UCI 

regulations. Number of players on the team: max.7, minimum 5. 

ART. 4. Race office 

The issue of starting numbers will take place in the Race Office on May 31 in Poświętne Gminny 

Ośrodek Kultury  Street. Główna 40 from 10.00 to 12.00. The technical briefing will be held in 

accordance with art. 1.2.087 UCI regulations on May 31 at the Competition Office at 12.00 

ART. 5. Radio Tour 

Race Radio will work at 27.00 MHZ. 
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ART. 6. Neutral technical support 

The organizer provides 3 neutral vehicles equipped with standard equipment. It does not have 

wheels adapted for disc brakes. If necessary, it is possible for the team to transfer such wheels to a 

neutral vehicle. 

ART. 7. Accidents in the last 3 km before the finishing line 

During the race, articles 2.6.027 and 2.6.029 of the UCL rules will apply, regarding incidents in the last 

3 kilometers to the finishing line at the stages of the joint start. 

ART. 8. Individual general classification - yellow jersey, - sponsor GO ON 

The individual classification will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of UCI art. 2.6.015. 

ART. 9. Point classification - red jersey with white polka dots. 

Point classification will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of UCI art. 2.6.017. 

The first 20 players at the finish of each stage from the joint start will receive the following number 

of points: 

- 20; 19; 18; 17; 16; 15; 14; 13; 12; 11; 10; 9; 8; 7; 6; 5; 4; 3; 2; 1. 

The first 3 competitors on the final finish will receive the following number of points: 

- 3; 2; 1. 

ART. 10. Mountain classification - green jersey, 

Mountain classification will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of UCI art. 2.6.017. 

Depending on the mountain bonus category, players will earn the following number of points: 

I cat. - 7; 4; 3; 2; 1 II Cat. - 3; 2; 1 III Cat. 2; 1 

ART. 11. Youth classification U-23 - white jersey, 

Youth classification for players born in 1997-2000 on the basis of an individual general classification. 

ART. 12. Team classification - 

 The team classification will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of UCI art. 2.6.016. 

ART. 13. Order of shirts 

In the case of conducting in several classifications. the order of T-shirts according to art. 8 - 11. and 

the next player in the classification will go in the shirt. 

 

 



ART. 14. Individual time trial 

Stage II A will be played as an individual time trial. The competitors start in the reverse order to the 

places occupied after the 1st stage, every 1 minute, and the competitors taking places 1-10 every 2 

minutes. 

Before the start, competitors are required to report in advance to the bicycle inspection. 

ART. 15. Bonus 

Bonus will be awarded in accordance with article 2.6.019 of the UCI regulations: 

- on volatile finishes - 3, 2, 1 second for the first three competitors 

- at the finish of the half-stage II - 6, 4, 2 seconds for the first three players 

- on the finish lines, the stages from the joint start - l0, 6, 4 seconds for the first three players 

ART. 16. Time limit 

The time limit is l0% but a maximum of 15 minutes. This limit applies over the entire distance. 

The time limit may be changed by the Referee Commission in consultation with the organizer in 

accordance with article 2.6.032 of the UCI regulations. 

ART. 17. Anti-doping control 

Anti-doping control will be carried out in accordance with UCI regulations as well as in accordance 

with Polish law and Polish anti-doping rules. 

ART. 18. Official ceremonies 

According to art. 1.2.113 UCI regulations competitors should present themselves in racing clothes 

within 10 minutes of arriving at the finish line. After each stage, the best player should be announced 

at the stage as well as the leaders of the classification: individual general, point, mountain and youth. 

At l5 min. before the start of each stage from the joint start, the presentation of the classification 

leaders will take place. 

ART. 19. Penalties 

Penalties in accordance with UCI regulations. 

ART. 20. Security matters 

The race is torn off in limited traffic - the lateral and opposite movement is closed for the time when 

the head and peloton pass. Competitors located outside the lead or the peloton are obliged to drive 

the right side of the road. Participants in the race must include all own and vehicle insurance on their 

own. Competitors and participants of the race are obliged to comply with traffic rules and 

regulations. Competitors and all other participants of the race enjoy the right not to comply with 

traffic regulations only at road crossings supervised by police officers using the patrol car and in cases 



when a marked police vehicle is directly in front of them or at the top of the race. In all other cases, 

traffic regulations apply to both competitors and other drivers of vehicles. 

ART. 21. Awards in PLN 

Prizes in accordance with the UCI regulations 

ART. 22. Final provisions 

The composition of the jury, program and route of the race and a list of hospitals along the route will 

be presented in a separate guide 


